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DOJ to Withdraw Assent to Standards-Essential Patent 

Policy Statement 

Antitrust Division head calls for a more balanced discussion of competing interests when 

a standard-essential patent holder seeks an injunctive order. 

Overview 

Assistant Attorney General Makan Derahim has announced that the Department of Justice’s (DOJ’s) 

Antitrust Division will withdraw its assent to the 2013 joint “Policy Statement on Remedies for Standards-

Essential Patents Subject to Voluntary F/RAND Commitments.” The announcement reveals concerns 

from the Antitrust Division about current considerations regarding requests for injunctive relief for 

standard essential patents subject to fair, reasonable, and non-discriminatory (F/RAND) licensing 

commitments. Derahim, addressing the 19th Annual Berkeley-Stanford Advanced Patent Law Institute on 

December 7, said a more balanced discussion is necessary and appropriate when considering the 

interests at stake when a standard-essential patent holder seeks an injunctive order.  

Background 

DOJ and the United States Patent & Trademark Office (USPTO) issued the joint policy statement on 

January 8, 2013. The statement considered “whether injunctive relief in judicial proceedings or exclusion 

orders in investigations [before the International Trade Commission] under section 337 of the Tariff Act of 

1930 are properly issued when a patent holder seeking such a remedy asserts standards-essential 

patents that are encumbered by a RAND or FRAND licensing commitment.”1  

The statement found: 

“A patent owner’s voluntary F/RAND commitments may also affect the appropriate 

choice of remedy for infringement of a valid and enforceable standards-essential 

patent. In some circumstances, the remedy of an injunction or exclusion order may be 

inconsistent with the public interest. This concern is particularly acute in cases where 

an exclusion order based on a F/RAND-encumbered patent appears to be incompatible 

with the terms of a patent holder’s existing F/RAND licensing commitment to an SDO 

[Standard Developing Organization]. A decision maker could conclude that the holder 

of a F/RAND-encumbered, standards-essential patent had attempted to use an 

exclusion order to pressure an implementer of a standard to accept more onerous 

licensing terms than the patent holder would be entitled to receive consistent with the 

F/RAND commitment—in essence concluding that the patent holder had sought to 

reclaim some of its enhanced market power over firms that relied on the assurance that 
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F/RAND-encumbered patents included in the standard would be available on 

reasonable licensing terms under the SDO’s policy. Such an order may harm 

competition and consumers by degrading one of the tools SDOs employ to mitigate the 

threat of such opportunistic actions by the holders of F/RAND-encumbered patents that 

are essential to their standards.”2 

Based on the threat of patent hold up, the statement concluded, “In an era where competition and 

consumer welfare thrive on interconnected, interoperable network platforms, the DOJ and USPTO urge 

the USITC to consider whether a patent holder has acknowledged voluntarily through a commitment to 

license its patents on F/RAND terms that money damages, rather than injunctive or exclusionary relief, is 

the appropriate remedy for infringement.”3  

Policy Withdrawal 

In a withdrawal of this position, Derahim announced that “[t]he 2013 statement has not accurately 

conveyed [the Antitrust Division of the Department of Justice’s] position about when and how patent 

holders should be able to exclude competitors from practicing their technologies.” He noted that DOJ will 

draft a new joint statement with USPTO to clarify how interests are balanced when a standard-essential 

patent holder seeks an injunctive order. In particular, according to Derahim, the Antitrust Division’s view is 

that “[a]ny discussion regarding injunctive relief should include the recognition that in addition to patent 

holders being able to engage in patent ‘hold up,’ patent implementers are also able to engage in ‘hold out’ 

once the innovators have already sunk their investment into developing a valuable technology. 

Additionally, a balanced discussion should recognize that some standard-setting organizations may make 

it too easy for patent implementers to bargain collectively and achieve sub-optimal concessions from 

patent holders that undermine the incentive to innovate.” 
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Endnotes 

1 Jan. 8, 2013 Joint Policy Statement at 1. 

2 Id. at 6. 

3 Id. at 9. 
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